
Appendix A: Terms of Reference 

Combination of device and removal process:  It is defined as the combination of a device and a 
combination of removal process. 

Combination of removal process:  Combination of different removal processes at the stages of pre-
combustion, in-site combustion and post-combustion, can be defined in AIM/Enduse. For each such 
combination, data for Removal rates for SO2 and NOx, Fixed cost, Operational cost, Energy 
consumption and Retrofit factor are specified by the user. A combination of removal process can be 
attached to a main device. 

Countermeasure:  A countermeasure is a type of intervention aimed at mitigating emission. Four types 
of countermeasures are defined in AIM/Enduse – Countermeasure at use stage, Tax, Regulation, and 
Subsidy. 

Device or Energy device:  A ‘device’ refers to a set of procedures/operations and/or 
machines/equipments. Unlike a technology that supplies final service, a service output from a device 
can be either final or intermediate. It must be noted that in AIM/Enduse a device is defined as an 
indivisible part of a technology, whereas in reality a device may itself comprise multiple parts (e.g. 
multiple machines). Thus the term ‘device’ is an imaginary concept used only for convenience of 
definition in AIM/Enduse. In AIM/Enduse, a device is represented by its unit, life, capital cost, 
operational cost, operating rate, specific inputs and outputs and their quantities used/produced by a 
unit of device. Examples of device include sintering machine (a single equipment to produce an 
intermediate service as part of a steel making technology), alumina production process (a set of 
equipments and operations to produce an intermediate service as a part of an aluminium production 
technology), incandescent lamp (a single equipment that entirely constitutes a technology to deliver 
a final service), wet process for making cement (a set of equipments and operations that entirely 
constitutes a technology to produce a final service). 

Discount rate:  ‘Discount rate’ is a way to measure how much we value future benefits today. For the 
purpose of evaluating competing technologies with different lives, in a particular year, AIM/Enduse 
model uses discount rate to convert investments required in capital, operational and energy costs in 
multiple years to the same base year. It can be defined as an average estimate of the real market 
interest rate or the discount rate on goods that the user team expects to prevail in a country over the 
time horizon of the model (typically next few decades). This definition is a reasonable 
representative of the cost of capital to the economy, and the returns to direct investments. 

Efficiency of device:  Efficiency of a device can be defined in multiple ways. Although ‘efficiency’ is 
not defined as a parameter in AIM/Enduse, it is captured in the combined definitions of specific 
service output and specific energy input. Efficiency can be defined as the quantity of service output 
produced or delivered by one unit of energy input. This definition is useful for data preparation since 
for most devices, figures for specific service output and specific energy input cannot be obtained 
directly but will need to be estimated from efficiency figures. Unit: Unit of service output per unit of 
energy input. 

Emission coefficient of device:  AIM/Enduse permits defining emission coefficients for a device for 
SO2 and NOx emissions that arise due to the process of operation of device. Unit: Grams (or 
Kilograms or Tons) of gas per unit of device. 

Emission coefficient of energy:  For each of the emissions – CO2, SO2 and NOx – emission coefficient 
of energy is the quantity of emissions per unit of energy (fuel or material) used. Unit: Grams (or 
Kilograms or Tons) of gas emitted per unit of energy burnt (in case of fuels); or Grams (or 
Kilograms or Tons) of gas emitted per unit of material used (in case of materials like limestone). 

End year of calculation:  It is the last year of calculation in the model. 

Energy or Energy kind or Energy type:  In AIM/Enduse, ‘energy’ is an extended concept that refers to 
an input to a device. Such an input can be a primary fuel, a secondary fuel, electricity, heat, or a 
material. Examples include wood, coal, natural gas, crude oil (primary fuels); gasoline, kerosene, 
diesel (secondary fuels); and iron ore, crude steel, clinker (materials). An energy can be represented 
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as either internal energy or external energy in AIM/Enduse. Possible units: Joules (or KJ, MJ, or GJ) 
or Kgoe (or Toe, Ktoe, or Mtoe) or Kgce (or Tce, Ktce, or Mtce) for energy inputs (fuels, electricity, 
heat); Units of mass, volume, area, length, or physical numbers for material inputs. 

Exchange of combinations of removal process:  In AIM/Enduse, a particular combination of removal 
process attached to a device in a given year can be replaced by another combination of removal 
process in the next year. If a device is not attached to any combination of removal process in a given 
year, then it is said to be attached to ‘Non’ (dummy combination signifying no removal process) in 
that year. Thus, in order for a combination of removal process to be introduced with a particular 
device in a given year, it has to either replace an already attached combination of removal process to 
that device, or replace ‘Non’. 

External service and External energy:  An external service is a service that is produced in the model 
but not used as input in any device. Thus, an external service is a final service whose demand is 
provided by the user external to the model. Similarly, an external energy is an energy that is not 
produced from any device but is supplied from outside the model. 

Fixed cost or Capital cost of device:  It is the initial investment cost required to recruit one unit of a 
device. Unit: US$ (or 1000 US$) or domestic currency per unit of device in 1995 price (or 2000 
price). 

Fixed cost of removal process:  It is the installation cost of a removal process per unit of energy input 
(to the main device). Unit: US$ (or 1000 US$) or domestic currency per energy unit. 

GAMS:  General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) is a software designed by GAMS Development 
Corporation (www.gams.com) for modeling linear, non-linear and mixed-integer optimization 
problems. Linear optimization formulation of AIM/Enduse model is written and solved in GAMS. 

IDRISI32:  IDRISI32 is a Geographical Information System (GIS) and image processing software 
designed by Clark Labs, Clark University (www.clarklabs.org) for supporting special analysis and 
environmental decision making. 

Improvement of device:  It is defined as the improvement in a device’s performance over time on any of 
the following parameters – Fixed cost, Operational cost, Specific service output, Specific energy 
input, Emission coefficient. 

Internal service and Internal energy:  An intermediate service, i.e. a service output from a device that 
goes as an energy input to another device, is classified as both internal service and internal energy in 
the model. The quantities of flow of such internal service and internal energy have to be balanced 
inside the model. Examples include electricity (output from power plants, input to enduse devices 
like refrigerator in households or smelting process in aluminium plant), alumina (output from 
Bayer’s process, input to smelting process, both in aluminium plant), and gasoline (output from 
refineries, input to enduse devices like two-wheelers and cars). 

Life of device:  ‘Life’ of a device is the number of years over which the device remains operationally 
useful. Unit: Number of years. 

Material:  ‘Material’ is not used as a term in AIM/Enduse model. In this manual we sometimes use 
‘material’ to refer to non-energy inputs or outputs. In AIM/Enduse, all material inputs are identified 
as ‘energy’ and all material outputs are identified as ‘services’. 

Maximum share of device:  It is the upper bound on share of a device. 

Operating rate of device:  It is defined as the operating capacity of a device divided by its rated 
capacity. Normally it is less than 100% because of loss of capacity due to scheduled and 
unscheduled maintenance or outage of a device. Therefore, total operating capacity of a device 
available in a given year is estimated by multiplying its stock with operating rate. 

Operation of device:  It is defined as the process of running a device to produce a service. 

Operational cost of device:  It is the annual cost incurred in operating one unit of a device. This 
includes fixed operational and maintenance cost including wages, variable operational and 
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maintenance cost, overhead cost, logistics costs, and other costs that are not included in ‘Fixed cost’ 
and ‘Price of energy’. Unit: US$ (or 1000 US$) or domestic currency per unit of device per year, in 
1995 price (or 2000 price). 

Operational cost of removal process:  It is the running cost of a removal process per year. Unit: 
US$ (or 1000 US$) or domestic currency. 

Price of energy:  It is the price of purchase (or market price) of one unit of a fuel. Preferable unit: 
US$ (or 1000 US$) or domestic currency per unit of energy, in 1995 price (or 2000 price). 

Recruitment of device:  It is defined as the process of purchase and installation of a device. 

Reference year:  It is the year for which the input data in the model is calibrated with actual figures. 
Normally, it is same as the start year of calculation in the model. 

Region:  It refers to a geographical area defined for the purpose of carrying out emission mitigation 
analysis. In AIM/Enduse, regions are classified by country (region classification 1). 

Region classification 1:  It refers to aggregate regional classification defined by the user in 
AIM/Enduse database system. A country level classification is an example of Region classification 
1. Region classification 2, a disaggregate regional classification (for example, district level), is not 
used in the current version of AIM/Enduse. Although Region classification 2 is not used in this 
manual, it will be introduced in future versions of the model. 

Regulation:  A regulation is a constraint or upper limit imposed on quantity of use of energy or 
quantity of emission. 

Removal process:  In AIM/Enduse, an equipment or set of equipments and/or procedures, attached to a 
main device, for sole purpose of reducing SO2 or NOx from the main device, is called a ‘removal 
process’. Three kinds of removal processes – introduced at pre-combustion, in-situ combustion, and 
post-combustion stages – can be defined in AIM/Enduse. For example, coal washing equipment 
attached before the boiler (pre-combustion stage) in a coal-fired power plant is a removal process 
that reduces sulphur content of coal, and hence, SO2 emissions. Limestone addition during 
combustion of coal is an example of in-situ stage removal process, while Flue gas desulfurization is 
an example of post-combustion removal process. 

Removal rate of removal process:  Removal rate of a removal process is defined as the percentage of 
SO2 or NOx emission that it reduces from any device to which it is attached. 

Retrofit factor of combination of device and removal process:  Retrofit factor is defined as the 
proportion of a device’s stock that is combined with a combination of removal process. 

Sector:  A ‘sector’ refers to a portion of an economy. For convenience, an economy is classified into a 
finite number of sectors. In bottom-up energy models like AIM/Enduse, this classification is based 
on the energy dynamics. Therefore, each sector is unique with respect to following characteristics: 
sources of service demands, patterns of energy flows, and technologies or devices used to satisfy 
service demands. Refer to Appendix D for examples of classification of sectors. 

Service or Service kind or Service type:  A ‘service’ refers to a measurable need within a sector that has 
to be satisfied. A service can be satisfied by supplying an output from a device. Thus, in 
AIM/Enduse, a service is identified by such an output. A service output from a device can be either 
a final output (external service) that satisfies a need of an enduse consumer, or an intermediate 
output (internal service) that goes as an input to another device. A service can be defined in either 
tangible or abstract terms. Examples include finished steel products (tangible, final output of steel 
making technologies), person-km traveled by road (abstract, final output of road transport vehicles), 
crude steel (tangible, intermediate output from blast furnace and converter), and heat energy for 
raising superheated steam (abstract, intermediate output from heat exchanger in combined cycle 
power plant). It must be noted here that concepts of ‘final service’ and ‘intermediate service’ are 
defined by the user team for convenience of energy system modeling, and may not necessarily imply 
real-life interpretations of these terms. For example, finished steel products like bars and beams may 
be defined as final service in AIM/Enduse model, whereas in reality they are intermediate services 
in an economy. Refer to Appendix D for examples of classification of services. 
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Service demand:  It refers to the quantified demand created by a service. Service outputs from devices 
satisfy service demands. Possible units: Refer to Appendix D for a list of possible units of service 
demands. 

Service efficiency:  This concept is defined as opposite to service loss. It is used in this manual to 
signify the efficiency of supply or delivery of a service. Please refer to ‘Service loss’ for further 
description. 

Service loss:  It is a term used for representing transmission & distribution loss (in percentage) of 
electricity or loss during supply of any other service in AIM/Enduse. 

Share of device:  It is the share of a device’s contribution in meeting a service demand. In case a device 
can produce multiple service outputs, its share can be defined separately for each service. 

Specific energy input or Specific energy consumption of device:  It is the quantity of energy input used 
by one unit of device in one year. It can be defined in AIM/Enduse as either the maximum potential 
energy input, or the net energy input, used by one unit of device in a year. It is separately defined for 
each fuel or material that a device uses. Unit: Unit of energy per unit of device. 

Specific service output of device:  It is the quantity of service output produced or delivered by one unit 
of device in one year. It can be defined in AIM/Enduse as either the maximum potential service 
output, or the net utilized service output, produced by one unit of device in a year. It is separately 
defined for each service that a device produces. Unit: Unit of service output per unit of device. 

Start year of calculation:  It is the starting year of calculation in the model. 

Stock of device:  It is the quantity of a device (expressed in units of device) available in a given year. It 
is equivalent to the rated capacity of a device available in a country in a given year. In AIM/Enduse, 
stock of each device needs to be specified at the beginning of reference year. Stock of a device in 
future years is calculated by the model. Unit: Same as unit of device. 

Subsidy rate:  A subsidy is concession (in percentage) on cost offered to promote a technology. In 
AIM/Enduse, subsidy can be applied to fixed cost or operational cost of a device or a combination 
of removal process. 

Tax rate:  A tax rate can be applied to an energy or an emission. Unit: US$ (or 1000 US$) or domestic 
currency per unit of energy or emission. 

Technology or Technology system:  A ‘technology’ or ‘technology system’ refers to a set of devices, 
coupled with a combination of removal processes, which can be employed to convert material and 
energy inputs to produce a service output for meeting a final service demand. A device implies a set 
of procedures and/or machines. A technology can be represented by material and energy flows 
through a sequence of devices, where each device may or may not be attached to a combination of 
removal processes (see Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2). Examples of technology with multiple devices 
include steel making by basic oxygen process, and aluminium production by bayer’s process. In 
certain cases a technology may refer to a single device. For example, electric pump for pumping 
water for irrigation, and incandescent lamp for lighting. 

Unit of device:  ‘Unit’ of a device is defined to measure its stock or quantity in a given year. Possible 
units: Physical unit of device (e.g. number of devices); Unit of rated operational capacity of device 
(e.g. MW for power plant); or Unit of service output of device (i.e. same as the unit of service 
demand). Examples include: Number of incandescent lamps; Mega-Watts of coal-fired power plant; 
Tons of capacity (equivalent to tons of crude steel production) of electric arc furnace used for steel 
making. 

Useful energy service:  It refers to the service output of a device expressed in equivalent energy units. 
Although this term is not used in AIM/Enduse model, it is used in this document to distinguish 
energy services like heat or electricity from non-energy services like steel or road passenger 
transport. 

Utility:  It is a general term for fuels for boiler, industrial-owned power generation and industrial 
furnace. 
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